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Abstract

Knight-errant style writing is a challenging task001
for novice writers due to the highly condensed002
terminology and highly literary language cul-003
ture of the knight-errant works. To tackle004
this problem, in this paper, we propose a new005
large-scale parallel knight-errant dataset and006
model the knight-errant writing as a text style007
transfer (TST) task between modern style and008
knight-errant style. We establish the bench-009
mark performance of six current SOTA models010
for knight-errant style transfer. Empirical re-011
sults demonstrate that the existing SOTA TST012
models are unable to accurately identify and013
generate knight-errant style sentences. There-014
fore, we propose Knight, a TST framework015
based on contrastive learning. Knight uses mul-016
tiple strategies to construct positive and neg-017
ative samples, making it significantly better018
than existing SOTA models in terms of content019
fluency, style transfer accuracy, and factuality.020
The data and code are publicly available 1.021

1 Introduction022

The lack of literary sophistication is a frequently-023

appeared phenomenon (Bereiter and Scardamalia,024

1987; Bryson et al., 1991) in novice writers, lead-025

ing to their inability to write subtle literary works026

such as knight-errant novels. Therefore, for many027

years researchers have been dedicated to building028

intelligent writing systems (Levinson, 1989; Hei-029

dorn, 2000; Jhamtani et al., 2017; Carlson et al.,030

2018) to assist novice writers in their writing. In031

recent years, due to the progress in text style trans-032

fer (TST) techniques (Hu et al., 2017; Prabhumoye033

et al., 2018; Li et al., 2022b), some researchers have034

been addressing the problem via text style trans-035

fer (TST) approach (Carlson et al., 2018; Jham-036

tani et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020). TST aims037

to change the style of the input text and keep its038

content unchanged. However, due to the lack of039

1https://anonymous.4open.science/r/knight-errant-style-
transfer-C2E1/

咱们下次再见吧(Let's see you next time)

青山不改，绿水长流，咱们后会有期
(The green mountains will not change, 
and the green water will flow forever. 
we will have a period in the future.)

Figure 1: An example of knight-errant style transfer.

parallel datasets, most studies (Taele et al., 2020; 040

Chakrabarty et al., 2020) focus on unsupervised 041

TST approaches, which can achieve some results in 042

some simple TST tasks, though the sentences gen- 043

erated fail to reach a satisfactory quality in knight- 044

errant transfer (Section 6.2). 045

In this paper, we choose knight-errant style for 046

which is comparatively difficult for novice writers 047

to follow and model the knight-errant writing as a 048

text style transfer task between modern style and 049

knight-errant style. Specifically, we propose a new 050

subtask of text style transfer named knight-errant 051

style transfer, and supply a large-scale fine-grained 052

parallel knight-errant dataset KE. KE is derived 053

from human-written knight-errant novels, and we 054

construct parallel data via back translation and man- 055

ual annotation. We show an example in Figure 1, 056

where the source sentence is in modern style and 057

the target sentence is in knight-errant style. From 058

Figure 1, we can observe that the knight-errant 059

style utilizes extensive rhetorical techniques such 060

as simile, metaphor, and metonymy to enhance 061

the literary character of the work. This is a very 062

challenging task as it requires the model to be capa- 063

ble of capturing the concept of knight-errant style 064

and generate sentences in the corresponding style 065

without changing the main content. 066

To establish a comprehensive and reliable bench- 067

mark for researchers to evaluate, we employ six 068

state-of-the-art approaches encompassing unsuper- 069

vised and supervised TST methods as baselines. 070

Empirical results demonstrate that unsupervised 071
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methods perform badly on multiple metrics on this072

task. Some methods with supervision achieve some073

results. However, since the models trained with the074

mle (maximum likelihood estimate) method have075

difficulties in distinguishing different styles at the076

sentence level (Paulus et al., 2017), the generated077

results are still unsatisfactory.078

To be able to identify different styles at the sen-079

tence level, we propose a new TST model named080

Knight based on contrastive learning. Knight re-081

quires only simple methods to construct positive082

and negative samples to improve the performance083

significantly compared to current SOTA models. In084

addition, we train the knight model with the prompt085

method, so that given different prompt prefixs, only086

one model is enough to generate different knight-087

errant style texts. This is very cost-effective and088

prevents us from consuming a lot of resources to089

train multiple TST models.090

Our main contributions can be summarized as:091

• We propose a practical task of knight-errant092

style transfer and a new knight-errant dataset093

KE, which has many potential applications in094

knight-errant style writing.095

• We establish the baseline performance of this096

task and discuss the key challenges of the task,097

models.098

• We propose a contrastive learning model099

Knight trained with the prompt method,100

which achieve state-of-the-art performance101

against multiple strong baselines.102

2 Related Work103

2.1 Text Style Transfer104

Text style transfer based on deep learning has105

been extensively studied in recent years, which has106

achieved encouraging results on styles of exper-107

tise (Cao et al., 2020), offensiveness (Santos et al.,108

2018), sentiment (Fu et al., 2017; Li et al., 2022b),109

formality (Jain et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020b), po-110

etry (Shang et al., 2019) and other stylized text gen-111

eration tasks (Gao et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2020;112

Syed et al., 2020). However, due to the lack of113

parallel data, only a few researchers focus on super-114

vised TST methods. Jhamtani et al. (2017) explore115

neural machine translation (NMT) method to trans-116

form text from modern style to Shakespearean style,117

while a statistical machine learning approach (Carl-118

son et al., 2018) is employed for style transfer119

Dataset Number Task Number of
styles

Yelp 1000 Sentiment 2
Amazon 1000 Sentiment 2
GYAFC 112594 Formality 2
TCFC 2000 Formality 2
MTFC 4277 Formality 2
Bible 32320918 Bible 2

KE(Ours) 1224065 Knight-errant 6

Table 1: Comparison between different parallel datasets.

using different versions of the Bible as parallel 120

datasets. Rao and Tetreault (2018) use a crowd- 121

sourcing technique to rewrite Yahoo answers to 122

create the GYAFC dataset for TST evaluation. 123

Due to the difficulty of collecting parallel data, 124

most of the existing studies have studied text style 125

transfer with unsupervised methods. A common 126

pattern is to first separate the latent space as con- 127

tent and style representation, then adjust the style- 128

related representation and generate stylistic sen- 129

tences through the decoder. Hu et al. (2017); Fu 130

et al. (2017); Li et al. (2019) assume that appropri- 131

ate style regularization can achieve the separation. 132

Style regularization may be implemented as an ad- 133

versarial discriminator or style classifier in an auto- 134

matic encoding process. Additionally, another line 135

of work argues that it is unnecessary to disentangle 136

style and content from latent space. Their main ap- 137

proach is to use unsupervised machine translation 138

to construct stylized text based on cyclic recon- 139

struction (Dai et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020b) and 140

back-translation(Jin et al., 2020). 141

2.2 Dataset 142

Most of the existing parallel style transfer datasets 143

focus on a coarse-grained style transfer, which gen- 144

erally consist of only two styles. Popular datasets 145

include sentiment modification datasets Yelp, Ama- 146

zon (He and McAuley, 2016) and IMDB (Li et al., 147

2019). TCFC (Wu et al., 2020a) and GYAFC (Rao 148

and Tetreault, 2018) focus on formality transfer. In 149

contrast, our dataset contains parallel datasets of 150

six different styles, including four Chinese knight- 151

errant styles and two English literary styles. More- 152

over, the size of the dataset reaches the level of 153

millions. A comparison with other parallel datasets 154

is shown in Table 1. 155

2.3 Contrastive Learning 156

Contrastive learning is a popular representation 157

learning method that has been first applied in visual 158
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understanding (He et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020;159

Hjelm et al., 2018). The core idea is to minimize160

the distance between the feature representations of161

different views of the same image (positive exam-162

ple), while maximizing the distance between the163

feature representations of views of different images164

(negative example).165

In NLP, contrastive learning methods are mainly166

used in natural language understanding tasks and167

pre-training tasks. For example, Fang et al. (2020)168

uses contrastive learning to train self-supervised169

language models, (Gao et al., 2021; Yan et al.,170

2021) uses contrastive learning to learn sentence171

representations, Zhang et al. (2021) improve docu-172

ment clustering performance via contrastive learn-173

ing. Recently, several studies have applied con-174

trastive learning to text generation tasks (Liu and175

Liu, 2021; Cao and Wang, 2021), and they all re-176

quire sophisticated methods for constructing posi-177

tive and negative samples. Our contrastive learning178

approach is designed for text style transfer tasks179

and requires only simple methods for construct-180

ing positive and negative samples to significantly181

improve model performance.182

3 Dataset Construction Process183

NMT System

NMT System

Stylized  Corpus

Modern Corpus

 Corpus
(Another language)

Data Preprocessing

Data Postprocessing

Figure 2: The processes of corpus construction.

Author Train Valid Test

Gu Long(zh) 325226 92922 46460

Jin Yong(zh) 149390 42682 21341

Liang Yusheng(zh) 264655 75616 37807

Wen Ruian(zh) 99781 28508 14254

Shakespeare(en) 18395 1218 1462

Le Morte d’Arthur(en) 3065 876 437

Table 2: Statistics of dataset KE (parallel data). The
source corpus is modern style, and the target corpus is
knight-errant style.

In this section, we describe how to construct184

our TST dataset KE in detail, which has parallel185

text in modern style and knight-errant style. The186

goal of the dataset KE is to transfer modern style 187

Chinese or English sentences into knight-errant 188

style sentences, and finally can be used to promote 189

the development of knight-errant writing as well as 190

style transfer community. 191

3.1 Chinese Knight-errant Corpus 192

For the style transfer of Chinese knight-errant 193

text, we select four well-known Chinese knight- 194

errant novel masters2 who have a high reputation 195

in China. These masters are all famous for their 196

knight-errant novels and have distinctive styles, col- 197

lectively known in China as the "Four Great Mas- 198

ters of Knight-errant Fiction". We collect their 199

works to build knight-errant style corpus. 200

First, we collect novels from a knight-errant 201

novel website3 and cut the text into sentences. To 202

minimize noise, in the preprocessing process, we 203

removed sentences with less than 3 words or more 204

than 128 words, chapter headings and other irrel- 205

evant symbols. Finally, we get about one million 206

knight-errant style sentences. 207

Ideally, the dataset should be constructed by col- 208

lecting human labeled modern style and knight- 209

errant style parallel data. However, annotating 210

millions of parallel data for training is economi- 211

cally unacceptable. Therefore, we propose a back- 212

translation based approach to get modern style sen- 213

tences shown in Figure 2. Specifically, applying 214

the NMT (Neural Machine Translation) system, 215

we translate knight-errat style sentences from Chi- 216

nese to English and then translate them from En- 217

glish back to Chinese. However, the NMT sys- 218

tem cannot well translate some knight-errant do- 219

main specific vocabulary such as "Five Poisonous 220

Sects(五毒教)" and "Eighteen Ways of Beating 221

the Dragon"(降龙十八掌)", so we manually con- 222

structed a domain-specific vocabulary in Chinese, 223

ensuring that they do not change before and after 224

translation. 225

3.2 English Knight-errant Corpus 226

For English knight-errant style data, we choose the 227

famous knight-errant novel "Le Morte d’Arthur"4 228

as the English dataset, and translate English to Chi- 229

nese and back to English with the help of the NMT 230

2金庸(Jin Yong), 古龙(Gu Long), 温瑞安(Wen Ruian),
梁羽生(Liang Yusheng)

3http://www.wuxia.net.cn/
4Le Morte d’Arthur is a 15th-century Middle English

knight-errant prose reworking by Sir Thomas Malory of tales
about the legendary King Arthur.
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Dataset Source Sentence Target Sentence

Jin Yong 他们都惊呆了。
(They were stunned.)

这一下变起俄顷，众人都吓得呆了。
(Everyone was shocked by the sudden change.)

Gu Long 突然，他说：“是谁？”
(Suddenly, he said, " who? ")

语声突顿，大喝一声：“是谁？”
(He suddenly stopped and shouted, "who is it?")

Liang Yusheng
突然，剑从鞘里出来，变成了一道银色的彩虹。

(Suddenly, the sword was pulled out,
and its appearance was like a rainbow.)

倏地宝剑出鞘，化作一道银虹。
(Suddenly the sword was unsheathed

and turned into a silver rainbow.)

Wen Ruian 这是一个遗憾。
(This is a pity.)

这就令人惋惜莫已了。
(This is lamentable already.)

Le Morte d’Arthur I will put up with you I shall abide you,

Shakespeare You are an honest man . Th’ art an honest man .

Table 3: Examples in the KE dataset. Our dataset provides both modern style and knight-errant style sentences. The
sentences in the brackets are the translation of the corresponding sentence.

system, through which we get the parallel data231

pairs of English modern style and English knight-232

errant style. Moreover, to expand the number of233

English datasets, we additionally add the Shake-234

speare dataset (Jhamtani et al., 2017) due to the235

knight-errant style that pervades much of Shake-236

speare’s work (Rose, 1985).237

3.3 Quality of Corpus238

To ensure data quality, following previous239

works (Li et al., 2022a; Maynez et al., 2020), we240

use the NLI (Nature Language Inference) score241

to detect the modern style sentences, and only sen-242

tences with content relevance above 90% will be re-243

tained. Furthermore, following (Wu et al., 2020b),244

the modern style classifier is employed to select245

the modern style sentences with a high confidence.246

All modern style sentences in the dataset KE have247

more than 95% probability of being predicted as248

modern style by the classifier. Finally, for each249

writer’s corpus, we divided the training, validation,250

and test sets according to a ratio of 7:2:1. The251

statistical information of all datasets is shown in252

Table 2, some examples are shown in Table 3.253

4 Contrastive Learning Methodology254

In this section, we describe our contrastive learn-255

ing model Knight for text style transfer. We first256

describe our problem definition, then we introduce257

contrastive learning framework in detail.258

4.1 Task Definition259

Existing supervised TST models (Jhamtani et al.,260

2017; Carlson et al., 2018) mostly follow261

the sequence-to- sequence (seq2seq) framework.262

Given a set of style-labelled sentences D = 263

{(Xi, Si)}Mi=1, where M is the total number of sen- 264

tences. Xi denotes the ith source sentence, and 265

Si denotes the corresponding style label, which 266

belongs to a source style label set: Si ∈ SM 267

(e.g., modern/kinght-errant). The goal of TST is 268

to transfer sentence Xi with style Si to a sentence 269

Yi sharing the same content while having a dif- 270

ferent style S̃i. We employ transformer architec- 271

ture (Vaswani et al., 2017), which is composed 272

of an encoder Transformer Enc(X; θE) and a de- 273

coder Transformer Dec(H; θD). Specifically, the 274

encoder Transformer maps sentence X into a se- 275

quence of hidden states E = (e0, e1, ..., e|X|). 276

E = TransEnc(X), (1) 277

The decoder Transformer computes the current hid- 278

den state ot by self-attention to the encoder hidden 279

states E and proceeding tokens y0:t−1 . 280

ot = TransDec(y0:t−1,E), (2) 281

Note that during training, we can obtain O = 282

(o1, ..., o|Y |) in parallel. 283

O = TransDec(Y,E), (3) 284

The probability of yt can be estimated using a linear 285

projection and a softmax function: 286

p(yt|y0:t−1, X) = softmax(W oot), (4) 287

The loss function of the sequence-to-sequence 288

model minimizes the negative log-likelihood of 289

the training data: 290

LNLL = − 1

|Y |

|Y |∑
t=1

logP (yt|y0:t−1, X). (5) 291
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4.2 Knight: Knight-errant style transfer with292

Contrastive Learning293

Previous work on text style transfer has mostly fo-294

cused on coarse-grained style transfer, such as senti-295

ment polarity conversion (Hu et al., 2017; Dai et al.,296

2019; Li et al., 2022b; Rao and Tetreault, 2018) and297

text formality conversion (Wu et al., 2020a). In this298

task, we propose a fine-grained dataset, for exam-299

ple, the works of both Jin Yong and Gu Long belong300

to the knight-errant style, but Jin Yong’s works are301

more mature and stable, while Gu Long’s works are302

more indolent and unrestrained. It is difficult for303

mle-trained models to distinguish between these304

two different knight-errant styles and generate cor-305

responding fine-grained style sentences. However,306

using contrastive learning, we can pull the distance307

of these two different styles in the semantic space,308

which assists the model to discriminate different309

styles precisely.310

Therefore, we designed a contrastive learning311

based training target, which drives the TST model312

to learn preferences for fine-grained knight-errant313

style sentences. Specifically, let a modern style text314

X have a set of positive knight-errant samples P315

and another set of negative knight-errant negative316

samples N . To get the sentence representation317

for similarity computation, we add a multi-layer318

perceptron (MLP) to the decoder’s last layer. The319

sentences representation and contrastive learning320

objective is:321

h = MLP (TransDec(Y,E)) (6)322

LCL = − 1

|P |
∑

yi,yj∈P

yi ̸=yj

log
exp(sim(hi, hj)/τ)∑

yk∈P∪N

exp(sim(hi, hk)/τ)

(7)323

where hi, hj are the representations of generated324

sentences, positive samples P . hk are the rep-325

resentations of union set of P and N . sim(·, ·)326

calculates the cosine similarity between sentence327

representations. τ is a temperature and is set to328

1.0. Moreover, positive samples P and negative329

samples N are included in the same batch of train-330

ing, so the model obtains a better representation of331

distinguishing correct reference from error by com-332

paring the two types of samples, thus maximizing333

the probability of positive samples and minimizing334

the likelihood of corresponding negative samples.335

4.2.1 Negative Sample Construction 336

Here we describe three strategies for constructing 337

negative samples N that modify the references. 338

Other Authors’ Works (OAW) For Jin Yong’s 339

works, Gu Long’s works are naturally a kind of neg- 340

ative sample. Therefore, during the style transfer 341

of Jin Yong’s works, we treat other authors’ works 342

as negative samples as a contrastive example, so 343

that the model can identify what kind of sentences 344

conform to Jin Yong’s style during the training pro- 345

cess, thus generating sentences that conform to Jin 346

Yong’s style. 347

To improve the ability of the model to retain 348

the correct textual content while generating the 349

corresponding styles, we next propose two methods 350

for constructing negative samples of content. 351

Ramdom Mask and Fill (RMF) Content con- 352

sistency is one of the main challenges (Dai et al., 353

2019; Li et al., 2022b; Cao et al., 2020) of text style 354

transfer task. We use the ability of the language 355

model to insert erroneous information in the correct 356

human reference. Specifically, we use the [MASK] 357

token to randomly replace one or several word to- 358

kens in the sentence, and language model Bert (De- 359

vlin et al., 2018) is used to predict the [MASK] 360

token. Notably, we choose the set of tokens with 361

the lowest prediction probability for filling to simu- 362

late extrinsic content errors. Note that bert model is 363

not fine-tuned on the knight-errant dataset, and thus 364

tokens it predicts will also introduce style errors . 365

Low Confidence Generation (LCG) While the 366

previous approach constructs negative samples at 367

the token level, and here we propose a way to con- 368

struct negative samples at the sentence level. We 369

fine-tune the Bart model (Lewis et al., 2019) on 370

knight-errant style transfer task so that the fine- 371

tuned Bart can generate knight-errant style sen- 372

tences. For each generated sentence, we check 373

the model confidence on the tokens of each proper 374

noun by considering all beams at the last decod- 375

ing step as candidates with beam sizes of 5. If the 376

probability is below the threshold we set, we keep 377

it as a negative sample for the sentence with low 378

confidence do not align with the target style. 379

4.2.2 Positive Sample Construction 380

Following (Cao and Wang, 2021; Xu et al., 2021), 381

we use human reference as a natural positive exam- 382

ple. In order to create multiple positive samples, we 383

use sentences generated by fine-tune 10000 steps 384

of Bart on the training set as our positive samples. 385
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Figure 3: General overview of our contrastive text style transfer model Knight.

4.2.3 Training objective386

Combining the negative log-likelihood loss LNLL387

and our contrastive learning loss LCL, the the final388

loss function is formulated as: L =LNLL+λ LCL,389

where λ is a hyper-parameter. Moreover, inspired390

by the application of the prompt method (Liu et al.,391

2021), for each dataset we add a different prompt392

prefix, so that a single model can generate a differ-393

ent knight-errant style.394

5 Experiments395

We re-implemented the six SOTA models from pre-396

vious TST studies on the KE dataset. Further abla-397

tion study is conducted to give a detailed analysis398

of the knowledge and structure implications.399

5.1 Baselines400

We choose the following SOTA method to com-401

pare with our model and establish the benchmark402

performance of knight-errant style transfer on the403

dataset. For fairness, we classify the compared404

models into two classes. (A) Supervised Models.405

(B) Unsupervised Models.406

The unsupervised models selected are: (1) Con-407

trolGen (Hu et al., 2017) utilizes VAE model to408

learn content representations and reconstructs style409

vectors by adversarial training. (2) FGIM (Wang410

et al., 2019) uses the method of editing latent rep-411

resentations to control the direction of style gen-412

eration. (3) Style Transformer (Dai et al., 2019)413

that uses cyclic reconstruction to learn content and414

style vectors without parallel data.415

The supervised models selected are: (1) 416

Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) is a statistical machine 417

translation system. (2) OpenNMT (Klein et al., 418

2017) is an open-source neural machine translation 419

framework, which is widely used in text genera- 420

tion tasks (Jhamtani et al., 2017). (3) Bart (Lewis 421

et al., 2019) is a SOTA pre-trained generative lan- 422

guage model proposed by FaceBook. We choose 423

multilingual bart (Liu et al., 2020a) for training. 424

5.2 Implementation Details 425

Our contrastive learning model is initialized from 426

BART (Liu et al., 2020a) privided by Hugging- 427

face (Wolf et al., 2020). Specifically, the encoder 428

and decoder are all 12-layer transformers with 16 429

attention heads, hidden size is 1,024 and feed- 430

forward dim is 4,096, which amounts to 406M 431

trainable parameters. We train our framework us- 432

ing the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2017) 433

with the initial learning rate 1e-5, and we employ a 434

linear schedule for the learning rate. Drop is set to 435

0.1. All models are trained on 8 RTX 3090 GPUs, 436

the number of training steps is 50,000 for Chinese 437

and 10,000 for English. We run each model five 438

times to average the scores. 439

5.3 Evaluation Metrics 440

Following (Li et al., 2022b, 2019; Fu et al., 2017), 441

we make an automatic evaluation on five aspects: 442

Content Retention (BLEU (Average BLEU) 443

and Rouge(Rouge-L)) verifies whether the gener- 444

ated sentences retain the original content (Papineni 445

et al., 2002; Lin, 2004). 446
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Jin Yong Gu Long

Model S-Acc BLEU Rouge PPL↓ NLI Human S-Acc BLEU Rouge PPL↓ NLI Human

ControlGen 61.38 2.42 17.32 96.49 15.73 5.31 76.91 2.21 14.22 97.55 19.21 6.80
FGIM 63.18 3.72 31.86 88.88 22.25 10.28 64.25 5.52 34.40 87.33 21.59 11.54

Style Transformer 61.47 4.32 45.27 73.95 71.54 20.45 75.12 3.13 41.09 88.06 30.75 20.08

Moses 78.23 20.85 52.35 49.23 84.04 58.45 85.40 27.75 62.35 26.56 86.01 60.42
OpenNMT 80.02 21.85 53.85 46.21 86.05 55.94 88.32 30.50 65.52 23.95 89.43 62.78

Bart 89.73 21.86 58.85 26.21 90.23 74.32 92.25 32.86 68.45 20.45 91.25 73.94
Knight(ours) 94.74 23.36 61.42 19.23 93.70 79.64 94.54 35.45 69.75 18.45 93.87 79.61

Wen Ruian Liang Yusheng

Model S-Acc BLEU Rouge PPL↓ NLI Human S-Acc BLEU Rouge PPL↓ NLI Human

ControlGen 10.92 1.24 4.23 98.55 36.74 6.34 82.45 5.65 12.51 91.55 16.40 8.42
FGIM 87.26 2.65 10.84 84.11 19.03 15.45 78.74 5.38 35.69 84.11 31.95 12.32

Style Transformer 58.33 7.25 17.32 76.42 59.68 18.62 76.38 8.33 39.89 72.48 65.15 16.55

Moses 85.25 26.44 58.16 20.45 85.57 55.64 81.24 17.65 55.32 39.88 84.44 60.54
OpenNMT 85.56 27.86 60.18 20.92 87.70 57.68 84.71 19.20 57.45 36.84 87.43 61.44

Bart 91.45 29.53 64.73 15.03 91.47 70.40 89.23 20.49 61.44 34.98 90.85 72.24
Knight(ours) 94.05 32.09 66.30 11.80 93.66 78.60 92.15 22.74 63.04 27.87 91.33 80.23

Le Morte d’Arthur Shakespeare

Model S-Acc BLEU Rouge PPL↓ NLI Human S-Acc BLEU Rouge PPL↓ NLI Human

ControlGen 83.86 11.63 19.25 94.35 23.04 4.64 66.56 3.37 4.69 98.46 31.47 5.76
FGIM 11.41 23.61 23.34 87.09 6.24 14.34 9.65 10.36 9.39 99.17 3.53 16.58

Style Transformer 57.76 18.11 28.24 62.33 49.95 38.46 52.62 28.98 47.16 80.36 60.35 48.59

Moses 88.45 50.50 50.01 20.76 63.67 55.40 82.30 41.94 37.88 31.32 67.44 62.48
OpenNMT 86.44 51.37 52.05 30.28 62.14 55.64 81.29 42.74 40.81 30.50 66.15 58.54

Bart 90.77 55.95 56.10 25.56 67.57 72.54 85.22 44.22 42.02 27.45 69.45 62.45
Knight(ours) 93.44 57.56 58.49 23.66 72.44 78.24 90.90 46.75 45.30 24.30 73.11 76.44

Table 4: Benchmark and evaluation results for dataset KE. ↓ means the smaller the better. We bold the best results.

Style Control (S-Acc) measures the style ac-447

curacy of the transferred sentences. We train a448

classifier on the training set of each dataset using449

XLM-Roberta (Conneau et al., 2019).450

Fluency (PPL) is usually measured by the per-451

plexity of the transferred sentence. To get the ppl452

score, we fine-tune GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)453

on the training set for each style.454

Factuality (NLI Score) is applied to determine455

the factual consistency of two sentences and is456

widely employed in text generation tasks (Li et al.,457

2022a; Maynez et al., 2020).458

Human Evaluation Following (Madotto459

et al., 2019; Li et al., 2022b), We randomly460

sampled 50 sentences generated on the target461

style and distributed a questionnaire at Amazon462

Mechanical Turk asking each worker to rank463

the content retention (0 to 5), style transfer(0464

to 5 ) and fluency(0 to 5): human score =465

Average(
∑

scoresty+
∑

scorecon+
∑

scoreflu),466

human score ∈ [0,100]. Three workers are467

recruited for human evaluation.468

6 Results and Analysis469

6.1 Result of Model Performance470

Table 4 shows the performance of the different471

models on our proposed dataset. From this table,472

we obtain the following observations: (1) The un- 473

supervised methods perform pretty badly on our 474

dataset, yet which achieve good performance on 475

tasks such as sentiment polarity conversion, for- 476

mality conversion, etc in unsupervised setting (Dai 477

et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019, 2022b). This indi- 478

cates that our proposed task is so challenging that 479

good performance is not achievable using unsu- 480

pervised methods. (2) Supervised models outper- 481

form unsupervised methods in terms of content 482

retention (BLEU, Rouge), style transfer strength 483

(S-Acc), faithfulness (NLI-S), and fluency (PPL) 484

due to the additional supervision information. The 485

above phenomenon shows that in the application 486

of TST in industry, a supervised method should be 487

preferred. (3) Our proposed contrastive learning 488

model Knight significantly outperforms all SOTA 489

models in several automatic and manual metrics, 490

and especially in both faithfulness and style accu- 491

racy , demonstrating the remarkable effect of our 492

proposed contrastive learning strategy. 493

6.2 Case Study 494

Two examples of transferred sentences in Chinese 495

and English are given in Table 5 . From which, 496

it is intuitively clear that ControlGen and FGIM 497

almost destroy the semantic content of the sentence 498

, introducing grammar and factual errors. Although 499
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Style Transformer preserves part of the semantics500

of the sentence, it still does not generate sentences501

with correct style, which is the reason that it has a502

higher BLEU and Rouge Score but fails in NLI-S.503

In contrast, the supervised approach performs well504

in terms of sentence content retention, and factual505

correctness, which confirms that the introduction506

of supervised signals is significantly effective for507

complicated TST tasks. However, while supervised508

models such as OpenNMT can generate sentences509

that are verbally fluent and free of factual errors,510

the fact that mle training is based on individual511

words makes it impossible to distinguish between512

different styles at the sentence level.513

As a contrast, due to the application of con-514

trastive learning, Knight model can distinguish be-515

tween different styles of representations in the la-516

tent space. Therefore, Knight model is far more517

stylistically accurate than other models, which518

makes it generate knight-errant styles precisely.519

In addition, as seen in the Table 5, using dif-520

ferent prompt prefixes, Knight model can generate521

different fine-grained styles of text, which indicates522

that Knight is capable of clearly identifying each523

different style of text by contrastive learning. And524

from the generated results, we can see the subtle525

differences between the different styles. For exam-526

ple, Shakespeare likes to employ thee instead of527

you, while the Arthur style prefers thou.528

6.3 Ablation Study529

To investigate the effect of different components on530

the overall performance, we further perform an ab-531

lation study on our model and the results are shown532

in Table 6. From which, we obtain the following533

observations: (1) Each positive and negative exam-534

ple plays a facilitating role in the model. (2) Using535

the OAW method maximizes style accuracy, indi-536

cating differences between different author styles.537

LCG and RMF improve BLEU and Rouge score,538

suggesting that introducing content negative sam-539

ples improves the model’s content retention ability.540

(3)Negative examples bring about a significant im-541

provement over positive examples. We speculate542

that this is due to the positive sample is more simi-543

lar to the human reference and the model can easily544

distinguish them.545

7 Conclusion546

In this paper, we propose a new challenging paral-547

lel knight-errant dataset. Moreover, we establish548

Knght-errant(zh)

Source 所有人都开心的欢呼
(Everyone cheered happily.)

ControlGen 所有人都跑了
(Everyone ran away.)

U FGIM 都到这些，所有的人都很着急
(All to these, all the people are very anxious.)

Style Trans 所有人听了，都说：“大叫起来”
(Hearing this, all the heroes said, "shout.")、

OpenNMT 所有人都在开心的欢呼
(Everyone cheered happily.)

Knight(Jin ) 群雄一听，尽皆喝彩
(Hearing this,all the heroes applauded.)

S Knight(Gu ) 听到这些，群豪都欢呼
(Hearing this, the group of heroes all cheered.)

Knight(Liang ) 众英雄听了，齐声喝彩
(Hearing this, the heroes applauded in unison)

Knight(Wen) 群雄听了，都是欢呼
(Hearing this, all the heroes cheered.)

Human
听到这里，群豪齐声喝彩

(Hearing this,
the group of heroes applauded in unison.)

Knight-errant(en)

Source I can tell that you don’t know who I am.

ControlGen you my swear please please am my you.

U FGIM i see how long you two sons are.

Style Trans I can tell that you don’t know who I am .

OpenNMT I know you know me not.

S Knight(Shakes) I can tell you that I am unknown unto thee.

Knight(Arthur) I can tell you that thou know’st me not.

Human I see thou know’st me not .

Table 5: Examples of model outputs, where red denotes
successful style transfers, blue denotes content errors,
and green denotes grammar errors, better looked in color.
For the Knight model, we show the results generated by
different prompt prefixes. U, S refer to unsupervised and
supervised models. More examples are in the appendix.

Stragey Jin Yong Shakespear

S-ACC BLEU NLI S-Acc BLEU NLI

Bart 89.73 21.86 90.23 85.22 44.22 69.45
+OAW 92.96 22.06 90.24 89.45 44.32 69.55
+RMF 89.86 24.56 93.81 85.59 46.64 72.70
+LCG 90.23 24.73 92.11 85.50 46.43 71.81
+Pos 89.69 21.81 90.62 85.32 44.20 69.81

Table 6: Model ablation study results on Jin Yong and
Shakespear dataset. We bold the best results.

the benchmark performance of six current SOTA 549

models, and we build a TST model based on con- 550

trastive learning for distinguishing knight-errant 551

styles precisely. We believe this work has many 552

promising applications for the knight-errant writ- 553

ing industry. In the future, we are interested in 554

applying contrastive learning to unsupervised mod- 555

els to solve similar TST problems and we will try 556

to apply our model to practical industry. 557
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A Appendix808

A.1 More Implementation Experiment Details809

For ControlGen, we use a reference implementa-810

tion in Texar-tf v0.2.45, which uses an undirec-811

tional GRU encoder and an attention GRU decoder.812

The train setting of ControlGen is 10 reconstruc-813

tion epochs and 2 transfer epochs. For FGIM, we814

use the author’s published repo6, which uses a 2-815

layer transformer encoder and a 2-layer transformer816

decoder. The train setting of FGIM is 200 train817

epochs (reconstruction and transfer in the same818

step). For style-transformer, we use the author’s819

published repo7 in fastnlp, which is combined with820

5https://github.com/asyml/texar/tree/v0.2.4/examples/textstyletransfer
6https://github.com/Nrgeup/controllable−text−attribute−transfer
7https://github.com/fastnlp/style-transformer

a 4-layer transformer encoder and a 4-layer trans- 821

former decoder. The train setting of the style trans- 822

former is 500 pretrain steps, and 400 train steps (5 823

style transformer updates and 10 discriminator up- 824

dates in the same step). For Moses, we use a phrase- 825

based statistical translation model. For OpenNMT, 826

we use a three-layer bidirectional LSTM structure, 827

and the number of training steps is set to 6000. For 828

Bart, we use the same model structure as Knight, 829

and the rest of experimental setup is the same as 830

Knight. 831

A.2 More Generation Examples 832

To demonstrate more examples of generation to 833

verify the effectiveness of the model, we selected 5 834

generated sentences from KE dataset, as shown in 835

Table 7 and Table 8. 836

Knight-errant(English)
Input And now you’ve changed ?
Knight-errant And art thou changed?
Human Ref. And art thou changed ?
Input And you told me to bury my love .
Knight-errant And thou didst bid me bury my love.
Human Ref. And badest me bury love.
Input I’m in a rush.
Knight-errant I am in haste.
Human Ref. I stand on sudden haste.
Input Please , I beg you , don’t scold me .
Knight-errant I prithee, do not scold me.
Human Ref. I pray thee , chide not .

Input I’m a man, my lady,
that God has made for himself to ruin.

Knight-errant I am a man, lady,
that God hath made himself to fall.

Human Ref. One, gentlewoman,
that God hath made, himself to mar.

Table 7: English knight-errant style generation results
on KE dataset.

A.3 Details on Human Evaluation 837

For the results generated by each method, follow- 838

ing (Li et al., 2022b), we randomly selected 50 839

sentences to be submitted in the Amazon Mechan- 840

ical Turk8 questionnaire. We pay our workers 5 841

cents per sentence. As shown in Figure 4, the ques- 842

tionnaire asked to judge the generated sentences on 843

three dimensions: strength of style transfer, degree 844

of content retention, and text fluency. To minimize 845

the impact of spamming, we require each worker 846

to be a native English speaker with a 95% or higher 847

approval rate and a minimum of 1,000 hits. 848

8https://www.mturk.com/
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Figure 4: Human evaluation questionnaire. We randomly sampled 50 sentences generated on the knight-errant style
and distributed a questionnaire at Amazon Mechanical Turk asking each worker to rank the content retention (0 to
5), style transfer(0 to 5 ), and fluency(0 to 5).

Knight-errant(Chinese)

Input 她感到一股淡淡的香味
(She felt a faint scent.)

Knight-errant 一股淡淡的香气扑鼻而来
(A faint fragrance hit her nose.)

Human Ref. 在鼻边一嗅，觉有一股淡淡的香气
(A sniff at the nose, feel a faint aroma.)

Input 这些话是真诚的
(These words are sincere)

Knight-errant 这几句话说得甚是诚恳
(These words were said with great sincerity)

Human Ref. 这几句话情辞真挚，十分恳切。
(These words are sincere and earnest.)

Input 他心里悲凉，心绪凄凉。
(His heart was sad and his mind was bleak.)

Knight-errant
他心中一凉,思潮起伏,甚是凄凉
(His heart in a desolate, thoughts ups and downs,
very desolate.)

Human Ref. 他心中悲痛，意兴萧索
(His heart was saddened and his mood was depressed.)

Input 他们都惊讶地看着对方
(They both looked at each other in amazement)

Knight-errant 众人面面相觑,都吃了一惊
(Everyone looked at each other in dismay, all taken aback.)

Human Ref. 众人愕然相顾。
(The crowd looked at each other in consternation.)

Input 没有灯光，没有声音
(There are no lights, no sound.)

Knight-errant 四下无灯,更无声息
(All around no lights,and even less noise.)

Human Ref.
四下里黑沉沉地，既无灯火，又无人声
(All around, it was dark and dreary,
with no lights and no sound.)

Table 8: Chinese knight-errant style generation results
on KE dataset.
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